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PRESS RELEASE - NSW GOVERNMENT DECLARES “OPEN SEASON” ON 
KANGAROOS 

The Animal Protectors Alliance deplores the NSW government’s cynical and vicious decision to 
relax licensing requirements for slaughtering kangaroos. 

“Essentially, the government has invited every bloodthirsty thug with a gun to blast away at these 
gentle, innocent beings” said spokesperson, Frankie Seymour  “The government has sentenced 
untold thousands of animals to a cruel and dreadful death:  adults to slow death from poorly aimed 
shots or deliberate wounding; pouch joeys to inexpert head bashing; unweaned at-foot joeys to death 
from starvation, dehydration or exposure; and even the survivors to suffering and death from stress, 
grief and myopathy.”1 

“Governments, farmers and many journalists use nonsensical terms like ‘overrun with kangaroos’ 
and ‘plague proportions’, to justify this brutal attack on native animals,” Ms Seymour continued.  
“And members of the public fail to question this preposterous excuse for a wholesale massacre.  
People observe the current drought driving vastly depleted populations of kangaroos to roadsides and 
peri-urban areas in search of food and water, and assume there must be ‘millions of them’”. 

Independent experts estimate that numbers of eastern grey kangaroos (EGKs) in NSW have already 
dropped to around 11% of their numbers at the time of European settlement.  This is a slow-breeding 
species: they mature slowly; females can only bear one baby per year, and most of those are taken by 
predators (mainly foxes) before they are weaned; and they do not breed at all when food is scarce.  
When a kangaroo population is not under pressure from ‘culling’ and ‘harvesting’, it stabilises in 
equilibrium with its environment.2  

Unlike sheep and cattle EGKs do not damage the environment because they bound on soft feet and 
bite grass off above the ground, rather than gnawing down to soil (like sheep) and ripping grass out 
by the roots (like cattle).  They can travel long distances using relatively little energy.  They consume 
far less water and release only a small proportion of the methane released by sheep and cattle.2 

Kangaroos are recognised as a keystone species because the way they ‘engineer’ the grassland is 
essential to the survival of other native species, many of which are already recognised as 
endangered2. 

“Already reduced by an order of magnitude since European settlement, kangaroo populations are 
suffering a further crash in the current drought,” observed Ms Seymour.  “This open slather policy 
may well ensure that this beautiful and iconic but slow-breeding, and heavily persecuted species will 
never recover from the current drought.” 

For interviews and further information: Frankie Seymour, ph 0405 252 980 

1 References for this information are on the following page. 
2 Scholarly sources for this information are in the following page.  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